
LRNA Suite of Revolutionary Education

Imagine yourself walking into a restaurant to order dim sum, the 
Chinese street food, where service staff wheel carts around to the 
tables and you point at what you’d like to try.  Now imagine that 
instead of char sieu bao, sieu mai, or wu kok or other tasty morsels, 
the options are bundles of educational resources that you can choose 
to help in your daily work.  Something that will help you in talking 
with other revolutionaries within the movements in which you are 
active.  Something that will help you and your revolutionary comrades
carry out the life work to which you are committed, that will help you 
change the world.

Well, that’s exactly what the LRNA “Revolutionary Education” suite of
resources has to offer. We are sharing them here so that LRNA and 
other revolutionaries can use them to deepen the inseparable 
connection between revolutionaries and the spontaneous movement.  
Our goal on this page is to establish a dialogue.  LRNA wants to be 
able to share its decades of experience, and enrich that experience 
with the understanding of other revolutionaries. The Organization 
Resolution from our 2019 Convention says it this way:
  

In times like these, revolutionaries are asking profound questions 
about the path ahead. In our committees and the organization as a 
whole we study, discuss and debate. We share experience and 
analysis from scattered battlefronts and localities.  The on-going 
back-and-forth transmission of information and analysis assures 
that our understanding and policy reflect the real world and 
change as the world changes. This enables the organization to sum 
up the questions facing the struggle ahead, concentrate our 
resources and energy for maximum effectiveness, and to guide our 
work as the struggle advances.

When you visit this page you will find buttons that will take you to 
materials used by LRNA collectives around the country for specific 
purposes that you can adapt (or use as is) to construct the discussion 
you want to have to achieve your objectives.  You will find materials 
that have been recorded for later viewing and listening, where you (or
the collective to which you belong) can hear what other 
revolutionaries think.  Or you can find a portal to ongoing LRNA 
educationals that are live webinars or interactive discussions on 
topics of the day or questions of the revolution.  You will also find 
some ideas on methodology you may want to adapt or adopt – i.e., how
collectives have arrived at the process of developing the educational 
materials that they have used. You will find links to sources that 



revolutionaries have found helpful to understand the world around 
them.  

The purpose of course is not just to understand the world, but to 
change it. This is an exciting time of expanding revolutionary change. 
This page will be a dynamic page.  As we find materials to be no 
longer useful for contemporary issues, we’ll remove them or archive 
them where they can be accessed for later use as necessary.  As you 
experiment with the material on this site, we hope you will send us 
new material to add.  


